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Normalizers of 10(m)+w2 and 10(m)+w3 in PSL2(R) are determined. The
determination of such normalizers enables us to determine the normalizers
(in PSL2(R)) of the congruence subgroups G 04(A) and G
0
6(A) of the Hecke groups
G4 and G6 .  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hecke groups are generalization of the modular group. Congruence sub-
groups and principal congruence subgroups of the Hecke groups can be
defined similarly. It is well known that a Hecke group Gq (q4) is com-
mensurable with the modular group if and only if Gq # [G4 , G6]. In this
article, we study the congruence subgroups
G 0q(A)={_ # Gq : _#\a0
b
d+ (mod A)=
of G4 and G6 . In particular, we shall determine the normalizers of the
congruence groups of G4 and G6 . Since
(i) the congruence subgroups G 04(A) of G4 are conjugate to either
10(2n) or 10(2n)+w2 (Section 5),
(ii) the congruence subgroups G 06(A) of G6 are conjugate to either
10(3m) or 10(3m)+w3 (Section 7),
(iii) N(10(N ))=10(Nh | h)+([AL], [C], [CN]),
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the determination of the normalizers of the congruence subgroups of G4
and G6 is reduced to the study of the normalizers of 10(2n)+w2 and
10(3m)+w3 .
We shall follow J. H. Conway’s [C] approach and study the lattices that
are commensurable with Z_Z. In particular, for each m, we shall study the
(m|1)-snake associated to 10(m) and give an easy proof of the fact that the
normalizer of 10(m)+we (- e  N) in PSL2(R) is a subgroup of 10(mh | h)+,
where h | 24 is the largest integer such that h2 | m. Note that since the traces
of members in we10(m) are irrational or zero, the fact that N(10(m)+we)
is a subgroup of N(10(m)) can be derived by investigating the action of
N(10(m)+we) on 10(m). However, as Conway’s paper [C] suggests, one
should study 10(m) and related topics by investigating their action on the
Big Picture, as such approach definitely provides us with fruitful results and
delightful insight. The actual determination of the normalizers of 10(m)+
we (e=2, 3) and G 0q(A) (congruence subgroups of Gq , q=4, 6) is quite
elementary once the fact N(10(m)+we)10(mh | h)+ is settled
(Lemma 3). Our main results can be found in Theorems 7 and 10.
As the normalizer of 10(m) has been determined ([AL], [C]),
Theorems 7 and 10 complete the study of the normalizers of the con-
gruence subgroups G 0q({), where q # [3, 4, 6]. Note that the structure of
N(10(m))10(m) has been determined by Akbas and Singerman [AS]. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a short dis-
cussion of Conway’s work [C] on 10(m). Section 3 provides us the fact
that if e is not a perfect square, then 10(mh | h)+ is a supergroup of
N(10(m)). Sections 4 and 6 are devoted to the study of the normalizer of
10(m)+we (e=2 or 3). In sections 5 and 7, we complete the determination
of the normalizers of the congruence subgroups of G4 and G6 .
Notations and terminology can be found in [C] and [CN].
2. UNDERSTANDING GROUPS LIKE 10(N )
Recall that if N is a multiple of n2, then
(10(Nn | n)+)=\1n0
0
1+ (10(Nn2)+) \
n
0
0
1+ ,
where 10(Nn2)+ is generated by 10(Nn2) and all the AtkinLehner
involutions of 10(Nn2). Note that for each exact divisor e of Nn2, an
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AktinLehner involution of 10(Nn | n)+ associated to e is a matrix of the
form
1
- e \
ae
cNn
bn
de +
of determinant 1. Conway [C], studied the lattices commensurable with
Z_Z. Among many interesting and important results, we find the follow-
ing particularly useful in our study of the normalizers of the congruence
subgroups of G4 and G6 .
(1) Two lattices A and B (commensurable with Z_Z) are equivalent
to each other if there exists some * # Q_ such that *A=B. Each equiv-
alence class has a representative of the form ( (M, xy), (0, 1)) , where
M>0 and 0xy<1 is a fraction in its least terms. The equivalence class
that contains ( (M, xy), (0, 1)) is denoted by LM, xy . When x=0, we
denote the class LM, 0y by LM .
(2) The hyperdistance between two equivalence classes LM, xy and
LM$, x$y$ is d(LM, xy , LM$, x$y$)=N, if there exists a basis B such that
[LM, xy]B=L1 and [LM$, x$y$]B=LN .
(3) An edge is a set of two classes [X, Y] such that the hyper-
distance d(X, Y ) is p, where p is a prime.
(4) The set of the equivalence classes of lattices commensurable with
Z_Z together with the edges defined in (3) is called the Big Picture.
(5) A class LM, xy is fixed by 10(N ) if M # N, y | 24, y2 is a divisor
of N, and M is a divisor of Ny2. The set of all such classes is called the
(N | 1)-snake.
(6) _ # PSL2(R) leaves the (N | 1)-snake invariant if and only if _ is
a member of 10(Nh | h)+, where h | 24 is the largest integer such that
h2 | N.
(7) A cell is a product of edges of distinct hyperdistance. A class
LM, xy is a 0-cell. An edge [X, Y] is a 1-cell.
(8) The maximal supergroups of 10(N ) are the stabilizers of the cells
of the (N | 1)-snake, such a stabilizer is of the form _&1(10(d )+) _, where
d is a square free divisor of N and _ # PGL2(Q) is upper triangular with 1
in the (2, 2)-entry. In particular, the stabilizer of a 0-cell X=LM, xy is
(10(X | X )+)=\M0
xy
1 +
&1
PSL2(Z) \M0
xy
1 + .
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3. NORMALIZER OF 10(m )+we
Let we (- e  N) be an AtkinLehner involution of 10(m). We shall
prove in this section that the normalizer of 10(m)+we (10(m)+we is the
group generated by 10(m) and we) is a subgroup of 10(mh | h)+, where
h | 24 is the largest integer such that h2 is a divisor of m. In order to obtain
such a supergroup for N(10(m)+w2), we study the action of 10(m)+we
on the Big Picture:
0: the Big Picture,
t: a (10(m)+we)-orbit of size 2,
Tm : the set of all the t’s.
Lemma 1. Let e be an exact divisor of m and let we be an AtkinLehner
involution of 10(m) associated to e. Suppose that e is not a perfect square.
Then for each X # (m | 1)-snake
[_(X ) : _ # 10(m)+we]=[X, we(X )]
is a member of Tm .
Proof. Let X=LM, xy # (m | 1)-snake. By (5) of Section 2, X is fixed by
10(m). Since elements in 10(m)+we are of the forms wke #, where # # 10(m)
and k # [0, 1], one has
[_(X ) : _ # 10(m)+we]=[wke #(X) : # # 10(m)]=[X, we(X )].
Hence [_(X) : _ # 10(m)+we] has at most 2 elements. Since we  PSL2(Q)
(e is not a perfect square) and the stabilizer of X is of the form
(10(X | X )+)=\M0
xy
1 +
&1
PSL2(Z) \M0
xy
1 + # PSL2(Q),
we(X ){X. This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 2. Let e be an exact divisor of m and let t # Tm . Suppose that e
is not a perfect square. Then t is a subset of the (m | 1)-snake.
Proof. Let X=LM, xy # t. Suppose that X is not a member of the
(m | 1)-snake. This implies that X is not a cell of the (m | 1)-snake. By (8)
of Section 2, 10(X |X )+ (the stabilizer of X in PSL2(R)) is not a super-
group of 10(m). It follows that 10(m) & 10(X | X )+ is a proper subgroup
of 10(m). In particular,
[10(m) : 10(m) & 10(X | X )+]2. (3.1)
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Since
(i) (10(X | X )+)PSL2(Q) (M, x and y are integers),
(ii) (10(m)+we) & PSL2(Q)=10(m) (we is in the intersection if and
only if e is a perfect square),
one has
(10(m)+we) & (10(X | X)+)=10(m) & (10(X | X )+). (3.2)
Applying (3.1) and (3.2), we have
[10(m)+we : (10(m)+we) & 10(X | X )+]
=[10(m)+we : 10(m) & 10(X | X )+]
=[10(m)+we : 10(m)][10(m) : 10(m) & 10(X | X )+]4.
Since (10(m)+we) & 10(X | X )+ is the stabilizer of X in 10(m)+we , the
above inequality implies that the (10(m)+we)-orbit of X has at least 4
members. A contradiction ( |t|=2). Hence X is a member of the (m | 1)-
snake. This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 3. Let e be an exact divisor of m. Suppose that e is not a perfect
square. Then N(10(m)+we)10(mh | h)+, where h | 24 is the largest
integer such that h2 divides m.
Proof. Since
(i) X # (m | 1)-snake if and only if X # t # Tm (Lemmas 1 and 2),
(ii) for each _ # N(10(m)+we), t # Tm ,
(10(m)+we) _(t)=_(10(m)+we)(t)=_(t),
the (m | 1)-snake is invariant under _. Applying (6) of Section 2,
_ # 10(mh | h)+. K
Corollary. Let m be a positive integer and let e1 , e2 , ..., en be exact
divisors of m. Suppose that gcd(ei , ej)=1, e1 , e2 , ..., en are not perfect square.
Then the normalizer of (10(m)+we1 , we2 , ..., wen) in PSL2(R) is a subgroup
of 10(mh | h)+, where h | 24 is the largest integer such that h2 is a divisor
of m.
4. NORMALIZER OF 10(m)+w2
We shall determine in this section the normalizer of 10(m)+w2 in
PSL2(R). Our result can be found in Lemma 6.
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Lemma 4. Suppose that m is a multiple of 9 and 2 is an exact divisor of
m9. Let : # 10(m3 | 3). Then : normalizes 10(m)+w2 if and only if
: # 10(m)+.
Proof. Let
:=\ acm3
b3
d + # 10(m3 | 3), w2=
1
- 2 \
2x
mz
y
2w+ # 10(m)+w2 .
An easy calculation shows that :w2:&1 takes the form
1
- 2 \
2adx+bdmz3&acmy3&2bcwm32
d 2mz+2cdmx3&c2m2y32&2cdmw3
a2y+2abw3&2abx3&b2mz32
2adw+acmy3&2bcmx32&bdmz3+ .
It is clear that (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries of - 2 :w2:&1 are multiples of 2.
Since 4xw&2myz=2 and m is a multiple of 9, x and w are not congruent
to each other modulo 3. Hence (x&w) is not a multiple of 3. Since
(i) (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries are multiples of 2,
(ii) (1, 2) entry of - 2 :w2:&1 is integral if and only if 2ab(w&x)3
is an integer,
(iii) (2, 1) entry of - 2 :w2 :&1 is a multiple of m if and only if
2cdmx3&2cdmw3=2cdm(x&w)3 is a multiple of m,
(iv) (x&w) is not a multiple of 3,
:w2:&1 # 10(m)+w2 if and only if cd and ab are multiples of 3. Conse-
quently, : # N(10(m)+w2) if and only if both ab and cd are multiples of 3.
Suppose that 3 | ab, 3 | cd. Since ad&bcm9=1 (m9 # Z), either
(i) both b and c are multiples of 3, or
(ii) both a and d are multiples of 3 and 9 is an exact divisor of m.
In the first case, : # 10(m). In the second case, let a=3a0 , d=3d0 . Since 9
is an exact divisor of m,
:=\ 3a0cm3
b3
3d0+=
1
- 9 \
9a0
cm
b
9d0 +=w9
is an AtkinLehner involution of 10(m)+. This implies that : normalizes
10(m)+w2 if and only if : # 10(m)+. K
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Lemma 5. Suppose that m is a multiple of (ab)2 and e is an exact divisor
of m(ab)2. Then 10(mab | ab)+ admits an AtkinLehner involution we such
that we is also an AtkinLehner involution of 10(ma | a)+.
Proof. For each prime p, let pr and pk be the exact divisors of m(ab)2
and b respectively. It follows that pr+2k is an exact divisor of ma2. This
implies that there exists x and y (integers) such that
pr+2kx& yma2pr+2k=1.
Denote by w the element
\ xp
k+r2
ymapk+r2
1apk+r2
pk+r2 +=
1
- p2k+r \
xp2k+r
yma
1a
p2k+r+ .
It is clear that w is an AtkinLehner involution of 10(ma | a)+ (associate
to p2k+r). Since w is also an AktinLehner involution of 10(mab | ab)+
(associate to pr), the above implies that for each exact divisor e of m(ab)2,
there exists an AtkinLehner involution we of 10(mab | ab)+ such that we
is also an AtkinLehner involution of 10(ma | a)+. K
Lemma 6. Let 2 be an exact divisor of m. Then N(10(m)+w2)=
10(m)+.
Proof. By Lemma 3, N(10(m)+w2) is a subgroup of 1(mh | h)+ .
Since 2 is an exact divisor of m and h | 24 is the largest integer such that
h2 | m, h=1 or 3. Suppose that h=1. Then
N(10(m)+w2)10(m1 | 1)+=10(m)+.
Since every element of 10(m)+ normalizes 10(m)+w2 ,
N(10(m)+w2)=10(m)+.
Suppose that h=3. In order to determine the normalizer of 10(m)+w2 ,
we decompose 10(m3 | 3)+ into
. we10(m3 | 3),
where we # 10(m3 | 3)+ . By Lemma 5 (a=1, b=3), we may assume that
we # 10(m)+. For each we 10(m3 | 3), we decompose it into the following
disjoint union
. wexi 10(m),
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where xi # 10(m3 | 3). Since we , x i # (10(m3 | 3)+)N(10(m)),
wexi 10(m)(wexi)&1=we10(m) we=10(m). (4.1)
Furthermore,
(wexi) w2(wexi)&1= yiwe w2we y&1i = yiw2 y
&1
i ,
for some yi # 10(m3 | 3). Applying Lemma 4,
(wexi) w2(wexi)&1= yiw2 y&1i # 10(m)+w2 iff yi # 10(m)+.
Since yi # 10(m)+ if and only if xi # 10(m)+, we conclude that
(wexi) w2(wexi)&1 # 10(m)+w2 iff xi # 10(m)+. (4.2)
Applying (4.1) and (4.2), we have
N(10(m)+w2)=10(m)+.
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
5. NORMALIZERS OF THE CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS OF G4
Let {=x+ y - 2 be an element of Z[- 2] and let G 04({) be the
congruence subgroup of G4 associated to the ideal ({). If x is even, then
G04({) is of the form
{\ ac - 2
b - 2
d + : { } c - 2, ad&2bc=1= ,
where a, b, c, d # Z. Since c is an integer and x is even, it follows that c is
a multiple of n, the smallest positive rational integer in the ideal generated
by y+x- 2. If x is odd, then G 04({) is of the form
{\ ac - 2
b - 2
d + : { } c - 2, ad&2bc=1=
_ {\a - 2c
b
d - 2+ : { } c - 2, 2ad&bc=1= ,
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where a, b, c, d # Z. Since c is an integer and x is odd, c is a multiple of m,
the smallest positive rational integer in the ideal generated by x+ y - 2.
Let
A=\- 20
0
1+ .
An easy calculation shows that
(i) if x is even, then A&1G 04({) A=10(2n), where n is the smallest
positive rational integer in the ideal generated by y+x- 2.
(ii) if x is odd, then A&1G 04({) A=10(2m)+w2 , where m is the
smallest positive rational integer in the ideal generated by x+ y - 2.
By Lemma 6, we have
Theorem 7. Let {=x+ y - 2 be an element of Z[- 2],
(i) if x is even, then N(G 04({))=N(A
&110(2n) A)=A&1(10
(2nh | h)+) A where n is the smallest rational positive integer in the ideal
generated by ( y+x- 2) and h | 24 is the largest integer such that h2 is a
divisor of 2n,
(ii) if x is odd, then N(G 04({))=N(A
&1(10(2m)+w2) A)=A&1(10
(2m)+) A where m is the smallest positive rational integer in the ideal
generated by (x+ y - 2).
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that the normalizer of 10(N ) is given
by 10(Nh | h)+, where h | 24 is the largest integer such that h2 is a divisor
of N [C]. (ii) follows directly from Lemma 6. K
6. NORMALIZER OF 10(m)+w3
We shall determine in this section the normalizer of 10(m)+w3 in
PSL2(R). Our result can be found in Lemma 10.
Lemma 8. Let m be an integer such that
(i) 3 is an exact divisor of m,
(ii) m is a multiple of 4.
Let h | 24 be the largest integer such that h2 is a divisor of m. Suppose that
: # 10(mh | h). Then : normalizes 10(m)+w3 if and only if : # 10(m2 | 2)+.
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Proof. Let
:=\ acmh
bh
d + # 10(mh | h), w3=
1
- 3 \
3x
mz
y
3w+ # 10(m)+w3 .
An easy calculation shows that 9xw&myz=3 and :w3:&1 takes the form
1
- 3 \
3adx+bdmzh&acmyh&3bcwmh2
d 2mz+3cdmxh&c2m2yh2&3cdmwh
a2y+3abwh&3abxh&b2mzh2
3adw+acmyh&3bcmxh2&bdmzh+ .
It is clear that (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries of - 3 :w3:&1 are multiples of 3.
(a) Suppose that h=2. Since 9xw&myz=3 and m is a multiple of 4,
both x and w are odd. Hence x&w is a multiple of 2. The evenness of
x&w implies that
(i) (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries of - 3 :w3:&1 are multiples of 3,
(ii) (1, 2) entry of - 3 :w3:&1 is an integer,
(iii) (2, 1) entry of - 3 :w3:&1 is a multiple of m.
Hence :w3:&1 # 10(m)+w3 . Since : normalizes 10(m), : normalizes
10(m)+w3 for all : in 10(m2 | 2).
(b) Suppose that h is either 4 or 8. Since 9xw&myz=3, xw#3
(mod h). This implies that 2 is an exact divisor of x&w. Since
(i) (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries of - 3 :w3:&1 are multiples of 3,
(ii) (1, 2) entry of - 3 :w3 :&1 is integral if and only if
3abwh&3abxh=3ab(w&x)h is an integer,
(iii) (2, 1) entry of - 3 :w3 :&1 is a multiple of m if and only if
3cdmxh&3cdmwh=3cdm(x&w)h is a multiple of m,
(iv) 2 is an exact divisor of x&w,
:w3:&1 # 10(m)+w3 if and only if ab and cd are multiples of h2. Hence :
normalizes 10(m)+w3 if and only if k=h2 is a divisor of both ab and cd.
Suppose that k | ab, k | cd. Since ad&bcmh2=1 (mh2 # Z) and k is a
power of 2, either
(i) both b and c are multiples of k, or
(ii) both a and d are multiples of k and h2 is an exact divisor of m.
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In the first case, : # 10(m2 | 2). In the second case, let a=a0k, d=d0k.
Since k2 is an exact divisor of m4 (h2 is an exact divisor of m),
:=\ a0kcmh
bh
d0 k+=
1
- k2 \
a0k2
cm2
b2
d0k2+
is an AtkinLehner involution of 10(m2 | 2)+wk2 . This implies that
: # 10(mh | h) normalizes 10(m)+w3 if and only if : # 10(m2 | 2)+. K
Similar to the (10(m)+w2)-case, we may obtain the following results
about the normalizer of 10(m)+w3 by applying lemmas 5 and 8.
Lemma 9. Let 3 be an exact divisor of m. Then
(i) N(10(m)+w3)=10(m)+ if m is not a multiple of 4,
(ii) N(10(m)+w3)=10(m2 | 2)+ if m is a multiple of 4.
Proof. By Lemma 3, N(10(m)+w3) is a subgroup of 1(mh | h)+.
Since 3 is an exact divisor of m and h | 24 is the largest integer such that
h2 | m, h=1, 2, 4, or 8. Suppose that h=1,
N(10(m)+w3)(10(m1 | 1)+)=10(m)+.
Since every element of 10(m)+ normalizes 10(m)+w3 ,
N(10(m)+w3)=10(m)+.
Suppose that h2. In order to determine the normalizer of 10(m)+w3 , we
decompose 10(mh | h)+ into
. we10(mh | h),
where we # 10(mh | h)+. By Lemma 5 (a=2, b=h2), we may assume
that we # 10(m2 | 2)+. For each we 10(mh | h), we decompose it into the
following disjoint union
. wexi 10(m2 | 2),
where xi # 10(mh | h). Since we , x i # (10(mh | h)+)N(10(m)),
wexi 10(m)(wexi)&1=we10(m) we=10(m). (6.1)
Furthermore,
(wexi) w3(wexi)&1= yiwe w3we y&1i = yiw3 y
&1
i ,
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for some yi # 10(mh | h). Applying Lemma 8,
(wexi) w3(wexi)&1= yiw3 y&1i # 10(m)+w3 iff yi # 10(m2 | 2)+.
Since yi # 10(m2 | 2)+ if and only if xi # 10(m2 | 2)+, we conclude that
(wexi) w3(wexi)&1 # 10(m)+w3 iff xi # 10(m2 | 2)+. (6.2)
Applying (6.1) and (6.2), we have
N(10(m)+w3)=10(m2 | 2)+.
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
7. NORMALIZERS OF THE CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS OF G6
Let {=x+ y - 3 be an element of Z[- 3] and let G 06({) be the con-
gruence subgroup of G6 associated to the ideal ({). If x is a multiple of 3,
then G 06({) is of the form
{\ ac - 3
b - 3
d + : { } c - 3, ad&3bc=1= ,
where a, b, c, d # Z. Since c is an integer and x is a multiple of 3, it follows
that c is a multiple of n, the smallest positive rational integer in the ideal
generated by y+x- 3. If x is not a multiple of 3, then G 06({) is of the form
{\ ac - 3
b - 3
d + : { } c - 3, ad&3bc=1=
_ {\a - 30
b
d - 3+ : { } c - 3, 3ad&bc=1= ,
where a, b, c, d # Z. Since c is an integer and x is not a multiple of 3, c is
a multiple of m, the smallest positive rational integer in the ideal generated
by x+ y - 3. Let
A=\- 30
0
1+ .
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An easy calculation shows that
(i) if x is a multiple of 3, then A&1G 06({) A=10(3n), where n is the
smallest positive rational integer in the ideal generated by y+x- 3,
(ii) if x is not a multiple of 3, then A&1G 06({) A=10(3m)+w3 , where
m is the smallest positive rational integer in the ideal generated by
x+ y - 3.
By Lemma 9, we have
Theorem 10. Let {=x+ y - 3 be an element of Z[- 3],
(i) if x is a multiple of 3, then
N(G 06({))=N(A
&110(3n) A)=A&1(10(3nh | h)+) A,
where n is the smallest positive rational integer of the ideal generated by
y+x- 3 and h is the largest divisor of 24 such that h2 divides 3n,
(ii) if x is not a multiple of 3, let m be the smallest positive rational
integer in the ideal generated by x+ y - 3, then
(a) N(G 06({))=N(
&1A(10(3m)+w3) A)=A&1(10(3m)+ ) A if m
is not a multiple of 4,
(b) N(G 06({))=N(A
&1(10(3m)+w3) A)=A&1(10(3m2 | 2)+ ) A
if m is a multiple of 4.
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